Rare mutations in a domain crucial for V3-loop structure prevail in replicating HIV from long-term non-progressors.
To evaluate the role of the selective forces exerted by the host on the HIV-1 structures involved in viral entry. The V3 region of the env gene was analysed in cell-free HIV-1 RNA from 17 infected subjects: 11 long-term non-progressors (LTNP) and six symptomless, typical progressor patients. To evaluate the potential biological significance of one of the rare variants detected in the LTNP, it was reproduced by recombinant PCR into a HIV-1 molecular clone. The intrapatient divergence of the V3-loop sequences averaged 8.62% in LTNP and 5.29% in progressors, although LTNP displayed lower divergence from the clade B consensus than progressors (16.65 and 19.76%, respectively). The analysis of non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions indicated that selective pressure was exerted in this region in both LTNP and progressors. Individual peculiarities (unique and rare V3-loop variants) emerged, however, in most sequences from LTNP, and variants bearing mutations in a domain crucial for the V3-loop structure were more prevalent in LTNP (P = 0.0012). The pNL4-3-derived mutant reproducing a V3-loop variant detected in a LTNP was efficiently expressed upon transfection, but the mutant virus was nearly completely unable to infect CD4+ cell lines, activated primary peripheral blood lymphocytes, or monocyte-derived macrophages, suggesting that a defect impaired the entry phase of the replication cycle. The results indicate that host factors impose selective constraints on the evolution of the HIV-1 structures involved in viral entry. In LTNP, these factors are likely to force the virus into attenuated variants.